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The Jon Magill designed rose engine is a cleaver adaptation of a design by which a
useful rose engine can be constructed from one half sheet of MDF and a hand full of
machined parts. I purchased one of Jonʼs demonstration machines while visiting his
magnificent compound on Whidbey Island, Washington over the Christmas 2010
holiday.

I wanted to ornament larger objects turned on my 20” swing Powermatic lathe. The
standard Magill design provides for a spindle centerline about 150mm (~6”) above the
working table, too small for my intended use. So, the first change was to lower the
working table by 50mm (2”) and to allow it to slide side to side to create a gap below the
spindle to allow larger items to clear. It
will now accommodate material up to
550mm (about 21.5”) in diameter, and
which project as much as 300mm (12”)
out from the spindle).

The lowered bed is shown here slid
back about 5” of its 11” gap travel.

The main bed is supported by legs that run front to back. The inboard leg slides on the
bottom of the stock unit while the outboard leg slides on the top of the rose engine
support cabinet. Those legs carry all the weight. Sliding and locking is accomplished
by making a cut out in the back side of the rose engine equal to that on the front side of
the stock unit. Two pieces of extruded aluminum “T” track are then fastened to the top
edges of these cutouts after inserting sliding track nuts which will receive 10x32 cap
screws.
A simple angle iron
carrier is screwed
to the edges of the
inboard leg front
and back so the
lower portion of the
angle rides 1mm
above the top
surface of the “T”
track as shown
here by the green
arrow. Tightening
those two cap
screws holds the
table securely in
place.
Since I also wanted more working surface for getting around the larger pieces I intend to
ornament, I wanted a working table that is both wider and longer than the stock design
provides.
Note the blue “T” track cut front to back in
the top side of the stock bed in the
picture above.
Those “T” tracks secure a solid phenolic
resin sliding top (the black and yellow
piece) 18.5mm thick, held in the “T” track
by full length flat steel runners, each
tightened from the top by six 10x32 cap
screws. Using full length steel runners
that slide inside the “T” track allows the
yellow top member to slide fully front to
back overhang the stock bed. This larger
sliding table is 30.5” by 18” while the stock bed is 16” by 14.5”. Combined with the
ability to slide the table(s) side to side by 11” provides an enormous increase in working
table surface so I can now get my cutting frame all around much larger pieces.

To accommodate precision cross slides of different sizes and working heights which will
hold a variety of cutting frames, I drilled four 7/16” pivot holes part way through the
yellow sliding top. 300mm (12”) diameter circular cross slide holders center and pivot
on a 7/16” brass pivot pin. The thickness of each cross slide holder is determined by
the cutting frame and holder which will be used. The idea is to make sure the cutting

center of the cutting frame is exactly at the centerline of the rose engine spindle.
Shown here is a Festool MFK 700 EQ router which will serve as one of my cutting
frames. This router is small, very quiet, and mounts easily to the black plate shown via
four threaded mounting holes designed in its base. It can use both 1/4” and 8mm shank
router bits so
have a lot of
choices
including the
superb
Festool single
point carbide
engraving bit
shown in
more detail
here. This bit
produces very
fine detail at
the point and
can also cut

fully along the 10mm length of the brazed on carbide with ease. The routerʼs built in
variable speed control allows matching the rotational speed to the cutter and the
material being ornamented. The router is rated for continuous use at a 700 watt draw
(close to 1hp) so it is a real workhorse for rose engine use.
The top green knob is the router spindle lock so bit changes are a snap and the power
cord is removable from the router to eliminate clutter when not being used. The quick
change tool post sits on top of the black mounting plate locking everything to the cross
slide yet still allowing a nearly unlimited range of cutter angles.
When a second 300mm circular cross slide holder is placed beneath the one shown, the
cross slide I use will place an AXA quick change tool post at its center line relative to the
rose engine spindle so it is easy to get nearly any cutting frame centered to that spindle
with a minimum of time or fuss.
The next series of pictures shows just
how much working room is provided
by the interaction between the side to
side sliding of the stock bed plus the
fore-aft movement of the larger
sliding table. The solid phenolic resin
sliding table is very heavy so it also
greatly helps dampen unwanted
vibration or chatter of the cutter on
the work piece.
These two photos show the side to
side movement of the stock bed to
create the gap. The photo right
shows the yellow sliding table pushed
all the way rearward with the gap
closed. The photo below shows the
sliding table in the center position and
the main bed opened
to the full gap position.
The cross slide holder
is in the front left pivot
position.
The first photo on the
next page shows the
sliding table all the way
forward with the main
table in its maximum
gap position.

This photo will give you an idea of just how large the range of table, and therefore
cutting frame, movement really is. It will easily accommodate anything I can turn over
the bed on my Powermatic lathe shown in the background.
Once you have the tables where you want them, tightening the two main bed and four
sliding table securing screws holds everything in place and rock solid. The weight is
carried on the main bed legs and not on the sliding or adjustment mechanisms so the
cutting frame is really stable and chatter free.
This arrangement allows for four different levels of working heights relative to the
spindle center line. In Jonʼs original design the working height from the bed to the
spindle center is 5 3/4”.
With the modification outlined here you will have center heights of 7 1/2” over the stock
bed, 6 3/8” over the yellow sliding
table, and 10 7/8” over the gap. The
limiting factor is clearing the top of
the rear blue “T” track since the
spindle is offset towards the rear.
You could create a larger swing over
the gap if you need it by lowering that
rear blue “T” track but it would
weaken the framework a bit. My
Powermatic lathe is 10” from spindle
center to bed so the 10 7/8”
clearance is more than enough for
my needs.

Following Jonʼs suggestions, I powered the spindle via a gear motor and variable speed
controller. A double pole, double throw toggle switch allows for both forward and
reverse rotation of the rose engine spindle. I wanted to make sure that toggle could not
be accidentally bumped during use so mounted it up under the headstock bed at the
rear in the top of
a six gang 110v
outlet box.
The motor
speed control
box is mounted
in the manual
crank recess
area Jon
designed into
the front of the
unit.
It is easy to
reach but well
out of the way of
an unintentional
movement
during use.
The wires run
under the spindle
carrier so they are
out of the way as
well.
The pulley I turned
for the drive motor
results in a spindle
speed range from
zero to 3.5 RPM
which should be
about right. One
can always
change that pulley
diameter to raise
or lower this
speed range.
I also cut access holes in the bottom of the unit right under the two headstock pivot
points. I found it a bit awkward to properly align the headstock rocking pivots into their

respective pivot bearing holes from above without a clear line of site. The first time I
assembled this unit I actually missed and the pivot points were above the bearing holes
just riding on the MDF. It all worked just fine and felt correct, but would not have lasted
long. By looking through these access holes you can see clearly when the headstock
pivot bearings are correctly positioned. The holes also provide for periodic lubrication of
the pivot points without disassembly of the machine.
My studio and gallery are located on the first floor of the 1907 former Masonic Temple
building in historic Kerby, Oregon. The gallery is the front one fourth of this 2500 square
foot space. The working studio is the middle one half of the space and the finish room
and mechanical/store rooms occupy the rear one quarter of this floor.

Here is a view of the relative position of the rose engine base cabinet, rose engine and
lathe looking from the studio towards the gallery. There is no physical separation
between the studio and gallery areas. When this photo was taken the gallery was being
remodeled so is basically empty. You can see photos of it in itʼs normally jammed state
on my web site http://jerrywork.com.

Note that the rose engine base cabinet I built is temporarily sitting on a Festool multifunction work table with its legs folded. Once I get more experience working with the
rose engine and determine the most comfortable working height for me, then I will build
a proper base for this cabinet.

The cabinet has eight full extension drawers. The four wide ones will hold lathe cutting,
sanding, polishing and buffing supplies while the four narrower ones will hold the rose
engine components, cutting frames and supplies. I really like the convenience of being
able to move work easily from the lathe to the rose engine for ornamentation and back
again. I only wish the two spindles were the same size so I didnʼt have to use adapters
or re-chuck the workpieces. Oh well, a 1 1/4” spindle would be over kill for the rose
engine and a 1” spindle would be a bit small for the large, heavy objects I often turn on
the lathe, so I guess I will have to adjust.
The rose engine itself is made from MDF and finished with sprayed on black and silver
Hammerite, a very durable material which is filled with microspheres. It dries to the
touch in about an hour or less but takes several weeks to fully cross link and cure.
Once it does, it holds up well to the stress and strain of daily use. The base cabinet is
made from MDO finished with red Hammerite and edge trimmed with Oregon black oak.
The drawers are made from Oregon black oak through dovetailed for strength and long
service life.
Here are a few more pictures to show details of these enhancements to Jonʼs very
useful rose engine design.
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